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PART 1

His fingers had the noses of weasels
— Sylvia Plath, ‘Little Fugue’
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Toccata

It starts again, the screeching 
early morning practice,
raucous skills brought out 
of semi-retirement,
cleaving the rural calm
as if this is all it’s good for 
now, a training base for war.

 Maybe you remember it
 from the time your pram 
 rocked on its springs
 and your growing wail
 was the echo of a siren.
 You sense the out-of-nowhere
 wall of colossal sound
 
and throw yourself to ground 
with something close
to justification,
the Tornado
cutting through the air 
above you as it hugs
the contours of the land—
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 cornfields rippling
 in its wake—and sucks
 the breath from hill and dale, 
 leaving the garden drained
 of colour, like a face in shock,
 the world in camouflage:
 re-audible birdsong 

so petite;
pastoral light 
frail as my father’s bones
beneath the hospital sheet;
his voice—mere whisperings
of hard-won reportage…
Butcher Island…

 Yes?… nothing more.
 A bewildered accomplice,
 I scour the map
 for what, if anything, remains
 and marvel at how you pick
 your small self up
 from your own shadow.
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at Uncle Ern’s bald head, 
his huge ears, listening 
to his tearful testament, 
which was simply a word-
for-word account

that no such undertaking 
has been received, and that 
consequently this country 
is at war with Germany.

I stared
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No Stradivari, this, no Amati, and no
voluptuous Cremonese curves
echoing your darling—

but still you handle it with care, heavy-duty
foursquare English oak, standard issue, 
or so it looks until 

you open its front to reveal ammunition
of a different sort, everything 
you need to kill despair

or whatever dark, life-diminishing moments
take control of you and your comrades
biding your time in mud.

You unpack it like any other kit, its coiled 
metal strings, ebony fingerboard
and tailpiece, bridge and spike—

all assembled as fast as a rifle, soundpost
in place like the prop of a dugout.
You tighten the bow, blow

across the special little hollow at the end
like the top of a bottle of stout
for an A to tune it—

Trench Cello
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or you did. Because this was then and the desire 
has now deserted you. All you want 
is to be rid of it—

let someone else learn this historical drill, bring 
back the thin, muddied sound in all its 
charm, and call it plaintive.
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When you hurl the paratrooper from your bedroom window, he hangs 
for a moment against the sun, making you screw up your eyes. His 
plastic backpack flips open, the red-white-blue silk billows in the air, 
and our childhoods linger, conscripted into a slow, slow freefall that 
matters so much we hold our synchronised breaths… until the crash 
on gravel—the disjointed figure lying in the yard, staring at the sky— 
and a silence in which we each expect the other to make some move 
to retrieve, to try again.

*

Every week, she has trudged the quarter mile to church, taken up her 
solitary bench, opened the hymn book, and done her best. But every 
week there is a new fluffed note or erroneous chord that adds to the 
catalogue of mistakes forgotten by everyone—except her. And today 
the archival muscle of her fingers has reached its limit. In the shuffling 
silence as the congregation prepares to draw breath, there’s a cracking 
of joints, and an inexplicable click of her teeth like a malfunctioning 
machine, followed by nothing.

*

Years after the old stone farmhouse had been sold, and yet another 
attic was being cleared, there it was, the plywood replica he had 
crafted in such detail: two staircases, blue patterned wallpaper, and 
pale gold carpet, an offcut of the real. There were simplifications, of 
course. The stovepipe in the living room was matt black dowel, but 
angled in precise correlation to the one that channelled smoke around 
the high window: that—like all the others—was a square-cut hole, 

From The Encyclopædia of Forgotten Things
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enabling the children to look in at the world they already inhabited. 
Their small hands could reach through to lay breakfast, and move the 
chairs for extra guests. The roof hinged back so their bedrooms were a 
free-for-all. Only one room was harder to explore, and so they missed 
the arguments, the toll taken by the hours the encyclopædic venture 
had incurred. He blew, and watched clumps of dust drifting through 
memory’s build. He could still feel the rasp of the saw through the ply, 
still smell the paint taking so long to dry as Christmas morning came 
around.

*

Raw silk, calico, sleeveless cotton in burgundy or cerise, a timeless 
blue skirt… Her stage wardrobe is arranged with an algorithm 
calculated to make you forget. Stripes and checks in black and white, 
white and black (or is it navy?)… Each day she appears as if fresh from 
the shops, charms you with the illusion of the new. The weather is 
glossed with the same, skilful repetition of the unique: every cloud 
a sweet nothing, every sunburst bright as your breakfast juice, every 
snowflake an unpredictable kiss.

*

The soloist walks to the front of stage for Brandenburg #4, and the 
audience applauds. He grips the violin and its small maroon cushion 
between collarbone and chin, and as the welcome subsides in a 
predictable arc there are two or three unnerving seconds where other, 
long-gone instruments are in his grasp: the oboe so grimed with 
school-bag dirt he immersed it in the bath; and the cello in its soft case 
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slung over his shoulder as he cycled home, the spike slipping free and 
catching in the wheel arch of a passing car. The noise of it splinters 
from the dwindling applause. The last few hand-claps are the damp 
patterings of the oboe’s ruined felts. Then silence, composure, the 
chosen gleam of varnished spruce and maple ribs, horsehair stretched 
on carbon fibre delicately balanced between fingers and thumb, ready 
to erase.


